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Abstract Ageostrophic ocean processes such as frontogenesis, submesoscale mixed-layer instabilities,
shelf break fronts, and topographic interactions on the continental shelf produce surface-divergent flows
that affect buoyant material over time. This study examines the ocean processes leading to clustering, i.e.,
the increase of material density over time, on the ocean surface. The time series of divergence along a
material trajectory, the Lagrangian divergence (LD), is the flow property driving clustering. To understand
the impacts of various ocean processes on LD, numerical ocean model simulations at different resolutions
are analyzed. Although the relevant processes differ, patterns in clustering evolution from the deep ocean
and the continental shelf bear similarities. Smaller-scale ocean features are associated with stronger surface
divergence, and the surface material clustering is initially dominated by these features. Over time, the effect
of these small-scale features becomes bounded, as material traverses small-scale regions of both positive
and negative divergence. Lower-frequency flow phenomena, however, continue the clustering. As a result,
clustering evolves from initial small-scale to larger-scale patterns.

1. Introduction

Sargassum, oil from seeps and spills, and debris often collect in irregular distribution patterns on the ocean
surface (Figure 1). These patterns typically consist of patches of buoyant material in high concentrations or
‘‘clusters’’ interspersed with large areas of voids. A particularly impressive display of this behavior resulted
from the Deepwater Horizon oil spill in the northeastern Gulf of Mexico (GoM) in 2010 [Jones et al., 2011]
(see also Figure 1b). Such features are regularly observed from satellites, aircraft, and ships [Gower et al.,
2006; Munk et al., 2000; Yoder et al., 1994]. Analogous structures are also observed in estuaries and rivers
[Handler et al., 2001; Mied et al., 2002, 2000]. At the largest scales, clusters include such phenomena as the
‘‘great garbage patches’’ in the ocean gyres driven by convergent surface Ekman currents [Maximenko et al.,
2012].

Huntley et al. [2015] examine surface material deformation leading to clusters and demonstrate that the
underlying divergence is the source. More specifically, the integral of the time series of the horizontal diver-
gence and convergence experienced by material elements as they move through the flow field is found to
be the critical diagnostic for cluster formation. We call this along-trajectory time series Lagrangian diver-
gence (LD). Our principal goal here is to understand the ocean processes underlying clustering and their
effects on clustering over time. The question thus is what ocean processes control the LD.

A wide range of dynamical processes may contribute to surface divergence and cluster formation. Clusters
in rivers and estuaries occur at very large Rossby number, while the great garbage patches are subject to
low Rossby number dynamics. The connection between clustering and convergence has been verified at
the far ends of the length-scale spectrum: in small-scale turbulent flows [Schumacher and Eckhardt, 2002]
and in the formation of large garbage patches [van Sebille et al., 2012].

Here our focus is on clustering in the submesoscale to mesoscale range (500 m to 500 km) across the deep
ocean and continental shelf. McWilliams [2008] identified the submesoscale region as the ‘‘borderlands’’
where both Rossby and Froude numbers are of order 1. This is a pivotal region as it lies between the inverse
energy cascade at larger scales and the forward cascade at smaller scales. It is home to a variety of nonlinear
mechanisms at a large range of spatial and temporal scales. These contribute to cluster formation, subse-
quent advection, deformation, and dispersal.
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Two regions in the GoM are
used as test beds. The Grand
Lagrangian Deployment (GLAD)
field campaign during July 2012
documented substantial sub-
mesoscale activity in the north-
eastern GoM [Poje et al., 2014].
Thus, the GLAD area and time
period are chosen to examine
deep ocean process effects on
LD. The Surfzone Coastal Oil
Pathways Experiment (SCOPE)
during December 2013 aimed to
examine the processes on the
continental shelf, suggesting a
region and time period in shal-
lower waters. We use a series of
numerical ocean model experi-
ments with increasing resolu-
tions, each of which captures a
different spectrum of phenom-
ena. This permits a systematic
investigation of processes oper-
ating over relevant scales.

The larger domain, tested at
both 3 and 1 km resolution,
covers the entire GoM. Nested
inside the 1 km setup is a 250 m
resolution model, and nested
within this is a 50 m resolution
setup. Mesoscale phenomena
are well depicted in the 3 km
setup, with submesoscale insta-
bilities represented at 1 km,
energetic shelf break instabil-

ities, and bathymetric interactions in the 250 m model, and further refinement in the bottom interactions in
the 50 m model.

The balance of the paper is organized as follows. The next section begins with an example and considers
how LD is related to clustering. Section 3 gives model details. Section 4 characterizes the physical processes
represented in the model hierarchy and acting on different scales. The subsequent section presents the
results of the clustering analyses. The paper concludes with a summary of essential results and a discussion
of some of the implications of this research.

2. Clustering Quantification and Evolution

As a first clustering example, we consider the evolution of a set of particles initially distributed with uniform
100 m separation and with trajectories computed from the surface currents of the 250 m resolution model
described in more detail in section 3. After 12 h, areas of dense particle clusters appear (Figure 2a), and
from this distribution, we compute a cluster strength function as

C x; yð Þ5
XN

i51
exp 2 x2xið Þ21 y2yið Þ2

� �
=L2

� �
; (1)

where xi; yið Þ is the position of the ith particle out of N, and L is set to 500 m (Figure 2b). Clearly, the cluster
strength function shows alternating areas of higher and lower density, indicating clustering. The

Figure 1. (a) Surface convergence of naturally occurring material and drifting instruments
(circled in red) at 30.338N 86.68W on 17 December 2013. (Photo by Tamay €Ozg€okmen.)
(b) Enhanced image of surface oil distribution following the Deep water Horizon oil spill
in 2010. (Photo by Daniel Beltr�a.)
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simultaneous surface divergence field (Figure 2c) displays areas of large amplitude divergence in locations
of high and low cluster strength.

After an additional 3 days (Figure 2d), at 84 h, continued clustering is observed as the cluster strength func-
tion (Figure 2e) increases amplitudes beyond that at 12 h. However, ridges in the instantaneous divergence
field at 84 h (Figure 2f) do not clearly align with features in the cluster strength field. Though divergence

Figure 2. Lagrangian particles initialized on 16 December 2013, 00 GMT, in a uniform distribution in a 250 m resolution ocean model surface flow provide an example of clustering. After
12 h, the particle positions, plotted on top of the model sea surface temperature as white dots, indicate (a) clustering, which is quantified by the (b) cluster strength function, and this is
compared to the (c) surface divergence field. Three days later, at 84 h, the (d) particle evolution continues, and the (f) cluster strength increases further. The colorbar range for Figures 2b
and 2e is noted in the lower right of each plot. Note the range difference between Figures 2b and 2e. The instantaneous divergence field at 84 h (Figure 2f) is not as well aligned with
the cluster strength function as at 12 h.
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drives clustering, the relation between divergence and clustering is more complicated, and the cumula-
tive effect of divergence is best explored from the Lagrangian perspective. As will be shown, this
approach leads to a closed form expression relating the Lagrangian divergence (LD) time series to cluster-
ing evolution.

Clustering at the ocean surface can be characterized by dilation, which is the ratio of deformed material ele-
ment area to the original area [Huntley et al., 2015]. In the absence of diffusion and other sources or sinks,
as the area of a material element changes, the number of particles or quantity of substance within it
remains constant. Thus, as a measure of change in material area, dilation is a quantification of change in
density, which is clustering.

Area changes have been estimated by tracking triads of particles in numerical models [Kalda et al., 2014].
Finite separation between particles in areas of large shear such as around the Loop Current Eddy (LCE) and
integration over long time can lead to large errors in the estimate. Therefore, we choose a method of
directly integrating the Lagrangian deformation tensor Fij5

@xi
@Xj
; with xi the position of a particle and Xj its

initial position, as described by Huntley et al. [2015]. The initial condition for F is the identity matrix, and F is
computed by integrating along a particle trajectory:

F Tð Þ5
ðT

0

DF
Dt

dt; (2)

where D
Dt is the total derivative along a material trajectory. This tensor describes the deformation following a

material element along its trajectory, and hence is a Lagrangian property. The time rate of change of F is
the tensor product of the local velocity gradient and the deformation tensor itself:

DF
Dt

5 rvð ÞT F: (3)

The total material deformation in two dimensions can be decomposed into three components: rotation, dila-
tion (area change), and stretch (elongation along one axis and compensating contraction in the perpendicular
direction without area change). Rotation is not of significant interest for our purposes. Dilation and stretch can
be recovered from the singular value decomposition of F. Let l1 � l2 be the two singular values of F. Then
dilation is defined as d5l1l2, and stretch is s5l1=l2. The singular vectors of F provide the principle direc-
tions of stretch, whereby the leading singular vector corresponds to the direction of elongation.

To understand the relation between LD and dilation or clustering, it is useful to examine the evolution equa-
tion of dilation that may be derived from equation (3):

1
d

Dd
Dt

5r � v x tð Þð Þ; (4)

where r � v x tð Þð Þ is the LD, that is, the time series of divergence along the Lagrangian trajectory x tð Þ. Given
the time-dependent LD Tð Þ, the closed form solution for equation (4) is

d5exp
ðT

0
LD tð Þdt

� �
: (5)

If the LD is constant, equation (5) at time T becomes d5exp LDð ÞTð Þ. Constant LD leads to exponentially
changing dilation, either increasing or decreasing depending on the sign of LD. Because of this exponential
relationship, it is convenient to examine

D5
ln dð Þ

T
5

1
T

ðT

0
LD tð Þdt: (6)

We refer to this as the average dilation rate (ADR). In the case of constant LD, the ADR is equal to LD. For
time-varying LD Tð Þ, the ADR is the time averaged LD. At time T , the dilation is d5exp ADRð ÞTð Þ. The ADR
has an additional interpretation: Huntley et al. [2015] point out that the widely used finite-time Lyapunov
exponent (FTLE) is the average of the ADR and the average stretch rate.

In the initial example, the ADR (Figures 3a and 3c) contains structures similar to the cluster strength (Figures
2b and 2e). The correspondence of cluster strength and dilation is also exhibited in the joint distribution of
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the natural logarithms of dilation and cluster strength (Figures 3b and 3d). Note that the initial value of
ln(dilation) is 0, and the initial value of ln(cluster strength) is 2.46 for all particles. Locations of high cluster
strength correspond to decreased material area indicated by dilation less than 1 and thus negative values
of ln dð Þ. The largest scatter occurs for ln dð Þ < 24, where the material is compressed to a very small frac-
tion of its original size. Scatter is due to the limited ability of a finite number of particles to represent contin-
uous material density in computing cluster strength by equation (1).

The cluster strength fields (Figures 2b and 2e) suggest that different physical processes dominate clustering
after different evolution times T . Smaller-scale structures are initially apparent with larger-scale structures
appearing later. We will see that this is a general result that holds across scales. Different spatial scales are
related to different temporal scales through the ocean processes controlling the LD.

To investigate this relationship, consider LD at a particular frequency. Specifically, assume LD is of the form
LD tð Þ5dcos 2pt=pð Þ, where d is a constant amplitude and p is a constant period. Initially, when material is
placed on the ocean surface, the evolution time is much less than the period of LD tð Þ: T � p. During this
initial time, the LD is relatively constant, dilation increases exponentially according to (5) and the ADR is rel-
atively constant according to (6). As the evolution time increases so that T � p, the LD is oscillating,
bounded by peak amplitude d, dilation is oscillating within a fixed bound, and the ADR is continually
decreasing as T increases. These relations are summarized in Table 1.

Figure 3. From the 250 m model, at the same times as Figure 2, at 12 h the (a) average dilation rate and (b) PDF of natural log of cluster strength versus dilation. At 84 h, (c) average dila-
tion rate and (d) PDF of natural log of cluster strength versus dilation. Information in Figures 3a and 3c is plotted at particle locations; black areas are void of particles. The colorbar range
in Figures 3b and 3d is the log10 of number of samples in each bin. At initial time, ln(dilation) is 0 and ln(cluster strength) is 2.46 for all particles.
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Now consider two processes with divergence
amplitudes d1 > d2 and periods p1 < p2,
where a smaller-scale process has larger
amplitude divergence and a shorter Lagran-
gian period. When T � p1, the dilation con-
tribution of both processes increases
exponentially, and the ADR of each is rela-
tively constant. During this time, since
d1 > d2, the effects of the shorter period pro-
cess on dilation are initially more apparent.

When p1 � T � p2, the dilation due to the first process becomes bounded, with decreasing ADR, while the
dilation due to the second process continues exponential growth, with near-constant ADR.

This explains the results in the ADR of Figures 3a and 3c. The shorter time period dilation effects are initially
apparent at 12 h (Figures 2a, 2b, and 3a). These effects become bounded in amplitude, and the longer
period effects continue to grow exponentially leaving the long period effects more apparent at 84 h (Fig-
ures 2d, 2e, and 3b).

3. The Model Hierarchy

Ocean processes produce divergence across the spectrum of time scales with short time scales typically
associated with shorter spatial scales and stronger divergence. The approach for separating these ocean
processes is through limiting resolution of numerical ocean models. At a given resolution, a numerical
second-order-accurate finite difference scheme represents derivatives accurately if the wavelengths are lon-
ger than 8–10 grid points. Within the ocean models used here, at every time step, an Asselin filter [Asselin,
1972] actively damps features at scales of twice the grid spacing. Therefore, a grid of specified resolution
will necessarily limit the scales of physical processes a model may represent. As grid resolution is increased,
additional processes become resolved. We take advantage of this to add processes incrementally by
increasing resolution.

The numerical model is the Navy Coastal Ocean Model (NCOM) [Barron et al., 2006]. The outer domain for
the experiments (Figure 4) covers the entire GoM with both 3 and 1 km horizontal resolution model setups.
Inside the 1 km setup is nested a 250 m model, and within this a 50 m resolution model is implemented.
The outer domain is forced by boundary conditions from the operational global HYCOM. For all setups, the
vertical grid uses 16 z levels below 34 sigma levels for a total of 50 levels. Sigma levels cover the upper
550 m of the water column. The thinnest layer at the surface has a thickness of 0.5 m, and deeper layers tel-
escope to the thickest sigma layer of 85 m centered at a depth of 510 m. The high vertical resolution near
the surface is intended to permit submesoscale physics. All model experiments are forced by the same
atmospheric conditions from the Coupled Ocean/Atmosphere Mesoscale Prediction System, COAMPS
[Hodur, 1997]. The surface wind stress is determined from the atmospheric model 10 m wind velocity. Bulk
flux formulations provide surface heat fluxes using the 10 m air-temperature and humidity, along with the
ocean model sea surface temperature (SST). Tidal potential forcing is applied to the interior of the domain,
and tidal boundary conditions for water level and barotropic velocity are provided by the Oregon State Uni-
versity global Ocean Tide Inverse Solution (OTIS) [Egbert and Erofeeva, 2002] at the domain boundaries.
Thus, locally generated tides are present in the model. Observations from satellite and in situ sources are
assimilated into the 3 and 1 km experiments [Jacobs et al., 2014] but not the 250 or 50 m ones.

Both the 3 and 1 km experiments are initialized on 1 May 2012, and the window of 20 July 2012 to 30
August 2012 is used for the analysis here. The 250 m domain covers the area 29.048N–30.448N, 87.368W–
85.828W (Figure 4). The 50 m domain covers the area 30.278N–30.398N, 86.608W–86.528W. The 250 m
domain is initialized from the 1 km model on 1 October 2013, and the 50 m domain is initialized from the
250 m domain on 1 November 2013. Results from the nested systems are examined starting 16 December
2013. This provides sufficient time for initial condition transients to damp in the deep water mesoscale field
and for higher-resolution local dynamical processes to reach equilibrium.

Table 1. The Characteristics of Dilation and ADR Given Sinusoidal LD
With Amplitude d and Period p Relative to the Evolution Time T

Evolution Time
T Versus LD
Period p Dilation d

Average Dilation
Rate D

T � p Exponential growth:
d ffi exp dTð Þ

D ffi d

T � p Bounded oscillation:
exp 2dp= 2pð Þð Þ � d �
exp 1dp= 2pð Þð Þ

2dp= 2pTð Þ � D � dp= 2pTð Þ
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4. Resolved Ocean Processes and Their Divergence Properties

The main mesoscale processes in the northeastern GoM in July to September 2012 are the LCE and associ-
ated shingle cyclones. The GLAD experiment observed the eddy evolution by deploying 295 CODE-style
drifters during 22–30 July 2012, in this area, and verified that the 3 km resolution ocean model captures the
main synoptic mesoscale features [Jacobs et al., 2014]. The mesoscale field at scales greater than 100 km is
primarily geostrophically balanced. This mesoscale flow described by the sea surface height and geostroph-
ically balanced currents produces zero surface divergence and no clustering [Huntley et al., 2015]. Large-
scale atmospheric drag interacts with mesoscale ocean eddies to produce differential stress relative to the
water velocity on one side of a mesoscale eddy versus the other. The resulting spatially varying Ekman
transport across the eddy results in upwelling and thus divergence [McGillicuddy et al., 2007]. However, the
resulting divergence is relatively small. Submesoscale processes at scales of tens of km have much stronger
associated vertical flow and thus surface horizontal divergence [Thomas and Ferrari, 2008]. Such processes
have been observed by instrumented ocean gliders in the northwest Mediterranean [Niewiadomska et al.,
2008] and by shipboard surveys in the Sargasso Sea [Shcherbina et al., 2013]. Pollard and Regier [1992] diag-
nose the vertical velocity field from temperature and salinity observations through the omega equation,
and Mensa et al. [2013] provide an overview of modeled submesoscale dynamics in frontogenesis and
mixed-layer instabilities.

In the 3 km model, frontogenesis is the primary mechanism producing ageostrophic flow. The frontogenesis
forcing is the confluence of water masses of different buoyancies. Because the geostrophically balanced
mesoscale flow drives the velocity and buoyancy fields, the areas of frontal formation appear as bands
around the mesoscale features. Confluence occurs in areas around the edges of the mesoscale field associ-
ated with high-vorticity bands (Figure 5a). Frontogenesis forcing is described by the omega vector or Q1
[Hoskins, 1982; Mensa et al., 2013; Pollard and Regier, 1992], which is the total derivative of the horizontal
buoyancy gradient:

Q15
Dg

Dt
bx ;

Dg

Dt
by

� �
5 2ugx bx2vgx by;2ugy bx2vgy by;
� �

; (7)

where Dg=Dt is the total derivative using the geostrophic velocity, and bx ; by
� �

is the gradient of the buoy-
ancy field. The frontogenesis forcing Q1 (magnitude shown in Figure 5b) drives vertical circulation and gen-
erates associated divergence (Figure 5c).

At 1 km resolution, relative to the 3 km results, the surface vorticity exhibits additional small-scale intense
features (Figures 5a and 5d). These features are strong within the mixed layer, and the small-scale relative
vorticity at the surface (Figure 5d) decreases substantially below the mixed-layer depth at about 50 m (not

Figure 4. The domain and bathymetry used for the 3 km resolution and 1 km resolution experiments cover the entire Gulf of Mexico. The
larger black box in the northeastern Gulf of Mexico is the domain covered by the 250 m resolution nest. The very small box inside the
250 m domain indicates the 50 m nest.
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Figure 5. The 6 August 2012 (top) surface vorticity normalized by Coriolis parameter, (middle) log10 of frontogenesis forcing Q1, and (bottom) surface divergence from (left) the 3 km
model and (right) the 1 km model.
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shown). Thus, this phenomenon can be ascribed to submesoscale mixed-layer instabilities with scales on
the order of 10 km that are represented at 1 km resolution but not at coarser resolution [Capet et al., 2008].
Submesoscale mixed-layer instabilities have been shown to produce clustering in idealized situations
[Zhong and Bracco, 2013].

Both the 3 and 1 km resolution systems contain the LCE at approximately the same location, since both are
assimilating the same observations. Some variation in the position of the LCE front is due to observational
data limitations. Since the positioning of the frontogenesis forcing is very sensitive to slight position
changes in the LCE and surrounding eddies, it is not expected that the Q1 forcing bands align spatially
between the models (Figures 5b and 5e). On the other hand, the spatial scales and amplitudes are quite
comparable.

A comparison of the frontogenesis forcing Q1 (Figures 5b and 5e) shows the mesoscale eddy-driven fronto-
genesis bands are slightly more intense at 1 km resolution, while the spatial scales are similar. Prior studies
have shown that 3 km is the point at which numerical systems converge to accurately represent the meso-
scale physics [Hogan and Hurlburt, 2000; Hurlburt and Hogan, 2000]. Since the frontogenesis forcing mecha-
nism is a confluence of buoyancy masses, and the bands in the 3 km model are driven by the mesoscale
field, increasing resolution to 1 km does not significantly change the mesoscale-driven frontogenesis. The
1 km resolution can represent increased gradients across fronts, and thus the 1 km model can have slightly
stronger Q1. The Q1 at 1 km resolution contains substantially more smaller-scale features associated with
the submesoscale mixed-layer instabilities. Comparison of surface divergence in the 3 and 1 km models
(Figures 5c and 5f) indicates the impact of mixed-layer instabilities, resulting in much stronger small-scale
surface divergence at 1 km resolution.

The two nested model experiments with 250 and 50 m resolutions represent additional processes. In the
deep ocean, south of the shelf break, the general circulation eddy features are similar between the 1 km
and 250 m results (Figure 6). A cyclonic and anticyclonic eddy pair extends through the southern boundary
of Figure 6. The location of particular divergence fronts wrapping around mesoscale features is not
expected to coincide, though the fronts outline similar mesoscale circulation. Again, the higher-resolution
model produces sharper divergence fronts with smaller cross-frontal distance.

Dynamics within shelf break fronts result in strong divergence [Barth et al., 1998], and the shelf break front
is a prominent process in both the 250 m and 1 km divergence fields (Figure 6). High-energy meanders
occur due to the instabilities generated as the deep thermocline and halocline meet the bottom topogra-
phy between 150 and 200 m depth. The instabilities extend onto the shelf to the 50 m isobaths and beyond
in some cases. The shelf break front meanders in the two models are also not expected to coincide, as the
features are instabilities not constrained by observations.

The 250 m model shows markedly increased divergence amplitude on the continental shelf, where it begins
to resolve the bathymetry features and thus interactions that the 1 km model cannot resolve. Bottom
boundary layer effects on the continental shelf give rise to localized upwelling and downwelling connected
to bathymetric features [Kurapov et al., 2005]. To aid in visualizing the relations, the local troughs and ridges
of the model bathymetry are identified in black and white and shown over the bathymetry in color (Figures
7a and 7d). The currents in the bottom sigma layer of the model provide the estimate of bottom diver-
gence. Convergence occurs on the lee side of ridges, which is seen in the model when the flow is westward
as blue areas to the west of the white ridges (Figures 7b and 7e). Divergence occurs on the east side of
ridges, which is seen by the red areas west of the black troughs. The spatial scales of divergence on the
shelf reflect the spatial scales of bathymetry, which cover a broad range. The bathymetrically controlled
divergence is stronger at smaller scales. Thus, the bathymetry features produce intensified divergence with
50 m resolution versus 250 m resolution (Figures 7b and 7e).

The results are consistent with topographically generated internal waves [Gill, 1982]. Such interactions with
flow over topography have been studied extensively in the atmosphere. The convergence on the lee side of
ridges results in vertical motions and rain bands that are orographically fixed [Anquetin et al., 2003]. One
substantial difference lies in the ocean’s vertical boundaries. In the atmosphere, bottom vertical velocity has
a substantial distance to travel. Ocean vertical velocity, generated by the bottom divergence on the conti-
nental shelf, meets the ocean surface, which imposes another kinematic boundary condition. The result is
surface divergence in the ocean, which is of the opposite sign as the bottom divergence. This is shown in
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the joint distribution of bottom and surface divergence for both the 250 and 50 m models (Figures 7c and
7f) as a negative correlation between the divergence in the model surface and bottom sigma layers. Thus,
the bathymetry structure appears in the surface divergence as well. The surface divergence features of
scales of about 2 km in the initial example (Figure 2c) are associated with bathymetry and hence retain their
character 3 days later (Figure 2f). The bathymetry-associated divergence produces the initial clustering pat-
tern of surface particles (Figure 2a).

Note that the time period examined on the continental shelf, 12–18 December 2013, was characterized by
relatively calm winds. Thus, topographic interactions are more dominant and more easily identified. We do
not intend to imply that the bathymetric relation to divergence is the dominant process at all times. Cer-
tainly, wind forcing can cause substantial surface divergence, and we do not provide a complete cataloging
of all ocean processes.

As model resolution is incrementally increased, additional ocean processes contribute to the surface diver-
gence structure. The mesoscale and submesoscale-driven frontogenesis, shelf break front, and

Figure 6. Comparison of (top) 1 km and (bottom) 250 m surface divergence on 16 December 2013, over the northeastern GoM. The thick
black and grey lines denote the 100 and 50 m isobaths, respectively.
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bathymetrically controlled processes each contribute to the instantaneous Eulerian divergence fields in Fig-
ures 5–7. However, to draw the connection to clustering, we must consider how each of the added proc-
esses changes the LD and its spectrum.

Figure 7. (top) Bathymetry, (middle) bottom currents and divergence, and (bottom) the joint distribution of bottom and surface divergence on 15 December 2013, 00 GMT for subdo-
mains of the (left) 250 m and (right) 50 m experiments. Note the difference in color bar ranges for depth and divergence. Positions of bathymetric troughs (black) and ridges (white) are
outlined on the bathymetry and divergence.
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5. Ocean Process LD Spectrum and Clustering

For a more in-depth analysis of the LD spectrum, we first consider the period from 20 July 2012 to 30
August 2012, for the 1 and 3 km models. The initial particle positions on 20 July for both experiments cover
the entire GoM domain at 1 km spacing. The LD power spectral densities averaged over all particles (Figure
8, top) contain high energies at the low frequencies and local peaks in the vicinity of 1 cycle per day (cpd).
The power spectral density is averaged over the low-frequency (0.0–0.2 cpd) and daily (0.8–1.2 cpd) bands
and displayed at the particle initial position to provide the spatial distribution of LD power density.

Both the low-frequency and 1 cpd bands in the 3 km results (Figure 8) contain filaments of high LD spectral
energy wrapping around the LCE centered near 888W 268N. At the low frequencies, these high-energy
bands are the result of the frontogenesis around the eddy. Because of the mesoscale confluence along the
front driving the frontogenesis divergence, a particle initially in a frontogenesis band will spend a long time
in the same divergence field. Thus, mesoscale-driven frontogenesis contributes to the low-frequency LD
spectral energy. Prior spectral examinations of the 3 km and drifter observations from the 2012 GLAD
experiment [Jacobs et al., 2014] indicate high spectral energy in the clockwise rotating spectrum near the
inertial frequency with high coherence between model and observations. The 1 cpd energy around the LCE
periphery is possibly an interaction of inertial oscillations with the frontal currents. In the higher-resolution
1 km results, mixed-layer instabilities increase LD energy at all frequencies. These added processes increase
the low frequency and daily energy especially outside the LCE core and along the shelf break, where fresh-
waters from the Mississippi River create strong buoyancy gradients with the more saline deep waters.

To compare the 250 m and 1 km results, the particles are initially spaced 100 m apart in both models and
advected from 12 December 2013 to 18 December 2013. Analysis of the LD spectrum is conducted over the
area in Figure 9, which includes both the shelf break front and the shelf areas. From 1 km to 250 m resolu-
tion, the spectral energy content increases at all frequencies with larger increases at higher frequencies.
Because of this, we also include the spatial distribution of LD spectral energy density at high frequency (3–4
cpd) in the analysis.

Across the shelf region, the 1 km LD contains relatively low energy levels in the low-frequency and daily
bands, and very little energy in the high-frequency band. The 250 m LD contains significant energy at all fre-
quency bands across the shelf (Figure 9). This is consistent with the Eulerian divergence snapshot in Figure
6 in that stronger divergence amplitudes exist on the continental shelf due to greater bathymetry resolution
and associated interactions. The bathymetric features in Figure 7 have scales of about 2 km wavelength,
which are not resolved in the 1 km resolution model. Across the shelf break front, the 1 km LD contains
high energy in the low frequency with little energy at higher-frequency bands (Figure 9). The 250 m LD
shows increased energy across the shelf break front throughout all frequency bands.

As discussed in section 2 and summarized in Table 1, the LD and its spectrum can explain clustering evolu-
tion. Once material is placed on the ocean surface, the most prominent clustering features are the result of
the strongest divergence. The divergence snapshots in Figures 5–7 indicate stronger divergence at smaller
spatial scales, which implies that the corresponding processes will dominate the early clustering evolution.
On the shelf, the small-scale and short LD period processes are primarily topographically controlled cur-
rents, while in the deep ocean these are mixed-layer instabilities. Over time, the ADR effects diminish for
processes with periods less than the evolution time. Processes acting on longer time scales—the shelf break
front and frontogenesis along the LCE edge—support a more constant ADR and become the predominant
features in clustering patterns.

Dilation and ADR are properties associated with a particle’s entire trajectory, but for visualization purposes,
a unique location must be chosen. The two natural choices are either the initial or final position of each par-
ticle. Both have advantages and disadvantages. Using the initial position enables the viewer to follow the
evolution of dilation for an individual particle since a given location is continually identified with the same
material particle. The use of final positions lets the viewer identify final particle locations after undergoing
the identified dilation. This is particularly useful for relating dilation to clustering (e.g., Figures 3a and 3c).
However, viewing information at the final positions leaves large gaps in the fields as well as locations of
very dense information hindering interpretation. Thus, the results here are presented at the particle initial
positions. Nonetheless, in the relatively small 50 m resolution domain, gaps in spatial coverage appear in
Figure 10, since particles leave the domain within the respective analysis periods.
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Three hours after initialization, regions of significant deformation can be identified in the ADR field for the
coastal domains of the 50 m and the 250 m resolution models (Figures 10a and 10d). The geographic pat-
terns of low ADR (blue; clusters) and high ADR (red; voids) reflect the spatial scales and locations of the
bathymetric features and topographically induced instantaneous divergence field as discussed earlier. With
higher bathymetry resolution in the 50 m model, the 3 h ADR field also shows finer features (Figure 10d).
Note also that the 50 m model ADR amplitudes are much greater than for the 250 m model (Figure 10a).
Since the bathymetry is not changing, with spatial scales of about 2 km in the coastal domain, and typical
current speeds in this area are 0.02 m/s, the associated LD period is roughly 24 h. And indeed, at 24 h, the
bathymetric signal starts diminishing in the ADR fields (Figures 10b and 10e) implying that particle clusters
are no longer as well aligned with the topography. In the 50 m resolution model, interactions with the
bathymetry are the main driver of surface divergence.

In the 250 m resolution model, larger spatial scales, associated with longer time scales, become more prom-
inent in the ADR at later times. The shelf break instabilities extend northward to the 50 m isobath (Figure 6)
and intrude into the southwest portion of the 250 m resolution domain displayed in Figure 10. Thus, the
shelf break front is a dominant feature in the ADR field after both 24 and 72 h (Figures 10b and 10c) with
the bathymetrically controlled ADR diminishing in relative importance.

Figure 8. Lagrangian divergence amplitude spectra 20 July 2012 to 30 August 2012, (top) for the 3 and 1 km resolution models indicate
local peaks. The energy density averaged over the (middle) low-frequency and (bottom) 1 cpd bands provide the spatial distribution of LD
energy.
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Over the deep ocean, clustering is ini-
tially driven by mixed-layer instabilities
around the LCE as seen in the 1 km
solution (Figure 11a). After 6 h of inte-
gration, features with 10 km spatial
scales are ubiquitous in the ADR. As
these are associated with relatively
short LD periods, their importance has
diminished in the 72 h frame (Figure
11c), while ADR features controlled by
mesoscale frontogenesis filaments
wrapping around the LCE, which have
longer LD periods (Figure 8), have
grown and become predominant. Over
longer time periods, the frontogenesis
effects diminish even in the 3 km reso-
lution results. The amplitude of the ADR
associated with the frontogenesis fila-
ments and thus total ADR amplitude
decreases, progressing from 3 to 10 to
24 days (Figures 11d–11f).

While ADR amplitudes associated with
a process diminish as integration time
extends beyond the LD time period of
the process, dilation evolution contin-
ues as an oscillation within constant
bounds (Table 1). This suggests that
after an initial exponential growth in
density, clusters continue to evolve,
undergoing alternating expansion and
compression. Clusters form, dissipate,
and then recompress with material
moving possibly into different clusters.

Although small-scale processes are gen-
erally associated with short time periods, the low-frequency LD spectral energy increases as the model resolu-
tion increases (Figures 8 and 9). The implication is that stronger clustering, with higher ADR, is present in
higher-resolution models at all time scales. The higher-resolution increases the strength of frontal processes
and the strength of LD, as in the case of frontogenesis comparisons between the 3 and 1 km experiments. The
transition from 1 km to 250 m resolution contains a similar contribution of newly represented small-scale proc-
esses on the continental shelf to the low-frequency LD energy. Thus, the effect of increasing resolution and
representing small-scale processes also increases clustering at long periods.

6. Summary and Conclusions

Clustering occurs as the density of material on the ocean surface increases over time and can be quantified
by dilation, which in turn is governed by the Lagrangian divergence (LD). In the experiments examined, the
main processes affecting LD include mesoscale frontogenesis, frontogenesis driven by submesoscale insta-
bilities, the shelf break front instabilities, and bathymetric interactions. Smaller-scale processes contribute
stronger surface divergence.

Material placed on the ocean surface experiences initial exponential clustering due to LD generated by all
processes. Small-scale processes generating high-frequency LD initially dominate clustering as these have
stronger divergence. Therefore, small-scale clustering is dominant until the evolution time exceeds the LD
period associated with the small scale, after which these processes contribute to dilation within a bounded

Figure 9. Lagrangian divergence amplitude spectra 12–18 December 2013, (top)
for the 1 km and 250 m resolution models indicate local peaks in the 1 cpd band
and in the low-frequency band. The energy density averaged over the (second
row) low-frequency, (third row) 1 cpd, and (bottom) high-frequency bands pro-
vide the spatial distribution of LD energy.
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Figure 10. The average dilation rate from the (left) 250 m and (right) 50 m experiments using particles initialized on 12 December 2013. Note the different color bar ranges. As time
increases, the ADR decreases for short time period contribution to LD. The initial bathymetry-controlled divergence across the shelf decreases in prominence while the shelf break insta-
bilities increase. The black areas are due to particles leaving the domain. The black box in the left figures indicates the domain of the 50 m results in the right figures.
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Figure 11. The average dilation rate from the (left) 1 km and (right) 3 km experiments with particles initialized 20 July 2012. Note that the figures cover different time periods. In the
1 km results, the effects of submesoscale mixed-layer instabilities decrease after a few days, leaving the frontogenesis effects. The 3 km results show frontogenesis effects decrease after
many days.
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range. Lower-frequency LD continues exponential clustering, and this is typically associated with larger spa-
tial scale processes. Thus, the larger scales become more apparent as the clusters evolve. For example, the
small-scale topographically controlled clustering yields over time to clustering due to the shelf break front,
and the deep water submesoscale clustering yields to mesoscale frontogenesis clustering.

As finer scale processes are resolved, the LD increases across the spectrum. The high-frequency (1 cpd and
greater) LD spectral energy increases significantly as topographic interactions are resolved on the continen-
tal shelf. The LD spectral energy at low frequencies increases as well with each increase in resolution, indi-
cating that small-scale processes possibly provide a mechanism to alter particle trajectories that heighten
the effectiveness of larger-scale longer-period clustering processes. Though not examined specifically here,
the localized peaks near 1 cpd in the LD spectra indicate the possibility of inertial oscillation interactions.

The underlying ocean processes along with an understanding of clustering development over time provide
a starting point from which we can understand the evolution of the density of passive material on the
ocean surface. Clustering is an observed effect across the ocean at many scales. Many substances on the
ocean surface experience density changes due to their own particular processes, but the ocean transport
contribution to the material deformation is significant in determining material distribution.
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